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Concerning Coaches: What have you done for me lately, Mike Budenholzer? 

By Philip Rossman-Reich 

As the opening night creeps ever closer, we’re going to be taking some time to reflect on the 30 head 

coaches tasked with leading their teams through the labyrinth of an NBA regular season. You can follow 

the rest of the series here 

Mike Budenholzer is not Gregg Popovich. 

He might have been attached to Popovich’s hip for 17 years and a few championships in the process, but 

he is definitely not Popovich. No beard. No gruff personality. Budenholzer is almost the anti-Pop in his 

demeanor. 

He has an aw-shucks way to him. He does not sarcastically play with reporters. There is not a combative 

nature about him. 

The results though as a head coach have been the same. His teams play with the ball movement and 

spacing Popovich’s Spurs love to inflict on everyone. Even without a superstar, the Hawks just plug in, 

play and dominate. Or at least they did last year to everyone’s surprise. 

In Budenholzer’s first year, the Hawks were without arguably their best player for most of the year in Al 

Horford, snuck into the playoffs and then nearly took the top-seeded Pacers down in the first round. 

What happened his second year was completely unexpected. The Hawks became THE story of the 

season. With 60-plus wins, the top seed in the Eastern Conference playoffs, four All-Stars, Budenholzer 

became the driving force with his system to the franchise’s first trip to the conference finals since 

moving to Atlanta. 

Of course… the Hawks lost. Kyle Korver got injured in Game One and Paul Millsap was never quite right 

after an injury earlier in the Playoffs. LeBron James and the Cleveland Cavaliers easily swept them. And 

Budenholzer, after waiting so long for his first head coaching position, is still ringless. Maybe that is too 

large an expectation. But that is the burden of a contender — a team with just one goal that will satisfy 

the season. 

So Budenholzer has to answer the toughest question any coach has to answer after success of any kind: 

Can you do it again? 

The hallmark of the Spurs is really not the championships. They have lots of those since Popovich took 

over. Their hallmark is consistency — five titles since 1998 but a win percentage no lower than .610 in 

that time. That is the kind of consistency every franchise envies. Budenholzer is the only Popovich 

coaching disciple (sorry, Steve Kerr and Avery Johnson were not assistants with Popovich) who has had 

this kind of success. Budenholzer has the difficult task of repeating his success. 

And lots of people are skeptical that the Hawks can capture lightning in a bottle once again. 

DeMarre Carroll is gone and the Hawks are relying on Tim Hardaway Jr., it seems, to replace him. They 

added some front court depth too in Tiago Splitter. Still those four All Stars are still hanging around and 

the machine keeps churning. The problem might be the East caught up some. The Heat are a trendy pick 



 

 

 

provided everyone (and with that roster, it does feel like everyone has an injury question) stays healthy. 

The Wizards seem to have that inexorable rise to the top and that necessarily means taking out the 

Hawks. 

Atlanta might actually be a dark horse to get home court at this point. 

Some of that may fall on just how surprising the team’s run last year was and Budenholzer’s unproven 

track record as a coach. If he learned anything from his time with the Spurs though, it should have been 

the system works and they find a way to make things work and work well. Budenholzer was Popovich’s 

lead assistant for a long time. If anyone can copy that success and fulfill the “Spurs East” moniker the 

Hawks quickly gained last year, it would have to be Budenholzer. 

Should the Hawks falter though, the gaze of the suddenly championship-hungry Hawks will turn to their 

coach to ask what went right in 2015 that did not in 2016? Is a system without a superstar sustainable? 

All those warm feelings of 2015 could disappear quite quickly if Budenholzer is unable to deliver 

something. 


